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Southern Water Wholesale Region 2021/22 
 
 

Schedule 1 – Primary Charges 

1.1 Measured Charges 
 

Measured water supplies £ 

Standard Volumetric tariff  

Unit volume charge - per cubic metre  

Band 1 (0 to 999 cubic metres) £1.4761 

Band 2 (>999 cubic metres) £1.5195 

Fixed charges - per premises - per year  

Band 1 (0 to 999 cubic metres) £24.60 

Band 2 (>999 cubic metres) £84.26 

Large User Tariff (sites supplied with > 4,999 cubic metres per annum)  

Large User Tariff fixed charge - per Site - per year  

Band 1 (5,000 to 19,999 cubic metres) £551.00 

Band 2 (20,000 to 99,999 cubic metres) £2,045.00 

Band 3 (>99,000 cubic metres) £17,120.00 

Unit volume charge per SPID- per cubic metre  

Band 1 (5,000 to 19,999 cubic metres) £1.4262 

Band 2 (20,000 to 99,999 cubic metres) £1.3515 

Band 3 (>100,000 cubic metres) £1.2007 
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Measured Water Sewerage Services £ 

Charges applicable to Standard Tariff and Large User Tariff  

Highway drainage - per meter - charge per year £11.88 

Surface water drainage - per meter - charge per year  

Meter size  

Up to 20mm £23.76 

25mm £95.04 

40mm £190.08 

50mm £237.60 

80mm £475.20 

100mm £617.77 

150mm £1,568.17 

Standard tariff  

Unit volume charge - foul water drainage - per cubic meter  

Band 1 (0 to 999 cubic metres) £2.2672 

Band 2 (1,000 to 4,999 cubic metres) £2.2369 

Band 3 (5,000 to 19,999 cubic metres) £2.1771 

Band 4 (>20,000 cubic metres) £2.1645 

Fixed charge - foul water drainage - per SPID - per year  

Band 1 (0 to 999 cubic metres) £7.04 

Band 2 (1,000 to 4,999 cubic metres) £22.98 

Band 3 (5,000 to 19,999 cubic metres) £46.71 

Band 4 (20,000 to 49,999 cubic metres) £289.49 

Band 5 (50,000 to 99,999 cubic metres) £289.49 

Band 6 (>100,00 cubic metres) £3,938.91 

Large User Tariff (SPIDS returning >99,999 cubic metres per annum to the 
sewerage system) 

 

Large User Tariff fixed charge - foul water drainage - per site - per year £58,919 

Unit volume charge - foul water drainage - per cubic metre £1.5388 
 Fixed charge - foul water drainage - per premises - per year £3,938.91 

Supplies to premises without rateable value –charge per year 
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1.2 Unmeasured Charges 
 

Unmeasured water supplies £ 

Rateable value charges - per £ rateable value £0.9291 

Fixed charge - per year £11.38 

Water supply minimum charge - per year £67.12 

Supply to premises without rateable value - per year £67.12 

Sewerage services - unmeasured water  

Rateable value charge - foul water drainage - per £ rateable value £1.2649 

Fixed charge - foul water drainage - per year £12.97 

Supplies to premises without rateable value - foul water drainage - per year £254.08 

Highway drainage - per year £11.88 

Surface water drainage - per year £23.76 

Sewerage minimum charge - per year £92.16 

 
 
 

1.3 Assessed Measured Charges 
 

Assessed Measured Water Supplies £ 

Unit volume charge - per cubic metre £1.3528 

Fixed charge - per year £15.00 

Sewerage services - assessed measured water  

Unit volume charge - foul water drainage - per cubic metre £2.1048 

Fixed charge - foul water drainage - per year £23.32 

Highway drainage charge – per meter - per year £11.88 

Surface water drainage charge - per year £23.76 
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1.4 Trade Effluent Charges 
 

 £ 

Standard Tariff  

Reception and conveyance - R - per cubic metre £0.5797 

Volumetric and primary treatment - V - per cubic metre £0.4905 

Marine - M - per cubic metre £0.0737 

Biological oxidation - B - per cubic metre at standard strength £0.5535 

Sludge treatment and disposal - S - per cubic metre at standard strength £0.3669 

Ammonia (A) £0.0250 

Large User Tariff  

Reception and conveyance - R - per year £52,470.00 

Volumetric and primary treatment - V - per cubic metre £0.4905 

Marine - M - per cubic metre £0.0737 

Biological oxidation - B - per cubic metre at standard strength £0.5535 

Sludge treatment and disposal - S - per cubic metre at standard strength £0.3669 

Ammonia (A) £0.0250 

Standing charge - applicable to Standard Tariff and Large User Tariff - per year  

Band 1 £75.00 

Band 2 £160.00 

Band 3 £240.00 

Band 4 £595.00 

Band 5 £1,105.00 

Band 6 £2,090.00 

Band 7 £4,060.00 

 
 
 

1.5 Miscellaneous Charges 
 

Water Supply £ 

 
Swimming pools - - no separate charge 

 

Lock-up garage - per year £26.91 
 


